
THE HISTORY OF MUSIC

Music is found in every known culture, past and present, varying widely between times and places. Since all people of
the world, including the most isolated.

During this time, there were two general types of music styles; the monophonic and the polyphonic. The
Romantic period presents us with a vast array of rich music that only towards the end of the 19th Century
began to fade. Some of the earliest ever found are made from swan and vulture wing bones and are between
39, and 43, years old. Origin and History of Music There are numerous theories regarding when and where
music originated. Some controversy surrounds this claim, but the name has stuck and the music remains
distinct and vitally important as it moves away from plainchant towards polyphony. Main article: Medieval
music While musical life was undoubtedly rich in the early Medieval era, as attested by artistic depictions of
instruments, writings about music, and other records, the only repertory of music which has survived from
before to the present day is the plainsong liturgical music of the Roman Catholic Church, the largest part of
which is called Gregorian chant. By the midth-century, folk music became popular among the Romantics, and
more emphasis was put on nationalist themes. However, the major reason that music arose and persists may be
that it brings people together. The fruits of their labors was a declamatory melodic singing style known as
monody , and a corresponding staged dramatic form: a form known today as opera. For a period, it was the
only type of music allowed in Christian churches. The invention of printing had an immense influence on the
dissemination of musical styles, and along with the movement of the Franco-Flemish musicians, contributed to
the establishment of the first truly international style in European music since the unification of Gregorian
chant under Charlemagne. Both Ravel and Debussy composed extensively for the piano using poetry for
inspiration. Journal Reference: Jeremy Montagu. One key development is that of the Piano. This, in turn, leads
to significant instrumental developments, and thanks to the aristocratic support of Catherine Medici, the birth
of the Violin. Several schools of polyphony flourished in the period after the St. Disillusioned with the
confines of tonality Schoenberg threw out the tonal system in favour of a new twelve-tone serial system giving
each step of the chromatic scale equal musical validity. Musical practices and conventions perhaps conveyed
by travelling musicians brought a wealth of diversity and invention. One way is to put the end of the bow in
the mouth and to tap the string, changing the note by altering the cavity of jaw and cheeks. Pleasure can never
have been far away. The mammoth-ivory flutes would have been especially challenging to make. As we move
further through the history of music we find increasing evidence of its key role in sacred and secular settings,
although the division into these categories was not defined in this way until many years later. Frontiers
Summary: How did music begin? Enjoy the Famous Daily Dance and music It is unlikely that any human
society at any rate until the invention of puritanism has denied itself the excitement and pleasure of dancing.
Simple whistles have been found earlier than this, capable of only a single note two such whistles, made by
modern humans perhaps , years ago, have been unearthed in Libya. Early electronic instruments included the
dynamophone, Theremin, and Ondes-Martnot. Another important component of music is rhythm. Across
Europe from the early part of the first century, the monasteries and abbeys became the places where music
became embedded into the lives of those devoted to God and their followers. It was during this extended
period of music that the sound of music becomes increasingly familiar. The viol family developed to provide a
very particular, haunted quality to much of the music of the time alongside the establishment of each
recognisable family of instruments comprising, percussion, strings, woodwind and brass. Note: Content may
be edited for style and length. Italy, Germany, England and France continue from the Renaissance to dominate
the musical landscape, each influencing the other with conventions and style. Several theoretical developments
late in the 16th century, such as the writings on scales on modes by Gioseffo Zarlino and Franchinus Gaffurius
, led directly to the development of common practice tonality. Though, many historians think that music
existed before man existed. For some people, good music can be an orchestral symphony, a jazz set, an
electronic beat or even something as simple as bird's chirping. One of the most revolutionary movements in
the era took place in Florence in the s and s, with the work of the Florentine Camerata , who ironically had a
reactionary intent: dissatisfied with what they saw as contemporary musical depravities, their goal was to
restore the music of the ancient Greeks. Anything stretched tight goes twang when plucked - an increasingly
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familiar sound once hunters have bows and arrows from about 15, years ago. It is natural to beat out the
rhythm of the dance with sticks. Keyboard instruments also became increasingly common and the advent of
the sonata followed in due course. Most parts of Europe had active and well-differentiated musical traditions
by late in the century. Montagu concludes that "each of us in our own way can say 'Yes, this is music', and
'No, that is speech'. Take a moment to ponder what music you like as you read our beginners guide to the
history of music. Romantic Historiographers define the Romantic Music period to be between to  The High
Baroque period lasted from to , during which Italian opera was more dramatic and expansive. Our early
ancestors may have created rhythmic music by clapping their hands.


